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Q1.   Read the passage and answer the following questions:                                         
     Last  Monday , Saloni stood  first  in  the  cycle  race  in  her  school. 
     very happy with her. He gave 
     was painted  green.  It had a
    was  a  black  plastic  bag  and  there  was  a  large  shiny  bull  on  the  handlebars. 
    There was a lane behind Saloni’s house
    Down the lane. Her  friend  Richa lived  in  the  last
     went there   to  meet  her. 

a) Tick (√) the correct option.                                                                 
i. Saloni stood first in the _

a) swimming  race            b) lemon race
ii. Saloni’s uncle presented her

a) a bike                           
iii. Every evening she used

a)  down  the  lane            b) ac
b) Write True or False for the 

i. The bicycle had a beautiful black

ii. Saloni’s uncle was   

iii. Richa lived in the first 
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Read the passage and answer the following questions:                                         
stood  first  in  the  cycle  race  in  her  school. 

gave her a brand new bicycle as a present. 
had a beautiful brown leather seat. Behind the 

was  a  black  plastic  bag  and  there  was  a  large  shiny  bull  on  the  handlebars. 
Saloni’s house. Every evening she used to ride 

. Her  friend  Richa lived  in  the  last  house  of  the  lane .  
 

√) the correct option.                                                                 
the ___________.  

swimming  race            b) lemon race                   c) cycle  race
presented her __________.   

            b) a  car                            c) a  bicycle
she used to ride her bicycle _____________. 

down  the  lane            b) across  the  lane            c) outside  the  lane
the given statements.                                                                         

beautiful black leather seat.                   

   very happy with her.                        

first house of the lane.                       
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Read the passage and answer the following questions:                                          
stood  first  in  the  cycle  race  in  her  school. Her uncle was  

. The bicycle  
the seat there   

was  a  black  plastic  bag  and  there  was  a  large  shiny  bull  on  the  handlebars.  
she used to ride her bicycle   

house  of  the  lane .  Saloni often 

√) the correct option.                                                                  

c) cycle  race 

c) a  bicycle 
 

ross  the  lane            c) outside  the  lane 
.                                                                          

 __________ 

 __________ 

 __________ 



 

Writing 
Q2.  Look at the picture and write 8 to 10 lines about it.                                                   
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